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India’s ban on ageing tankers and bulk carriers hardly
a ‘game changer’
Oil tankers and dry bulk vessels more than 25 years old are far less likely to trade in Indian
waters, according to Drewry Maritime Advisors’ deputy head Jayendu Krishna

by  Megawati.Wijaya@lloydslistintelligence.com

India is to slowly withdraw trading licences for oil tankers, bulk carriers and vessels in its offshore �eet that
are more than 25 years old

INDIA’S ban on ageing oil tankers and bulk carriers entering its waters is hardly a game changer given the
small number currently in operation, according to Drewry Maritime Advisors’ deputy head Jayendu Krishna.

On February 27, India announced it would withdraw trading licences for oil tankers, bulk carriers and vessels
in its offshore �eet that are older than 25 years old. The Directorate General of Shipping has also banned the
acquisition of vessels that are more than 20 years old.
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THE ORDER APPLIES TO INDIAN AND FOREIGN-FLAGGED VESSELS

OPERATING WITHIN INDIA. HOWEVER, ALL VESSELS AFFECTED BY THE
ORDER WILL BE ALLOWED TO OPERATE FOR THREE MORE YEARS,

REGARDLESS OF AGE.
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The dry bulk as well as the tanker �eets were relatively young, with an average age of 10 to 15 years, Mr
Krishna told Lloyd’s List.

“On a global level, only less than 5% of the dry bulk �eet is above 25 years, and only about 2% of the global
tanker �eet are older than 25 years. So in effect oil tankers and dry bulk older than 25 years are far less likely
to trade in Indian waters,” he said.

In many cases, older tanker tonnage was being used for storage purposes, Mr Krishna said, adding that many
of the older vessels were also likely to be candidates for demolition already.

“Environmental regulation with regard to greenhouse gas emissions reduction is likely to hasten the
demolition of tonnage above 20 years [of age],” he said. “There will not be any impact on Indian shipping. In
addition, even coastal shipping in India is likely to remain unaffected.”

Anand Hiremath, chief sustainability of�cer at GMS, the world’s largest buyer of ships and offshore vessels
for recycling, added that the ban on ageing vessels would not see more vessels sent into the recycling yards.

“Usually the lifespan of ships is between 20 to 25 years old. Since the ban is on vessels above 25 years old,
they have reached the end of their life anyway. Thus, this ban will not put more vessels into recycling,” Mr
Hiremath told Lloyd’s List. “If the ban was for vessels above 20 years, then we may have expected a few more
ships coming for scrap.”

India’s regulations were in line with the International Maritime Organization’s strategy for the reduction of
greenhouse gas emissions, the country’s regulator said.

“To achieve the targets de�ned by the IMO, [vessels] need to be transformed to alternative fuels. [There will
be a] gradual phasing out of fossil fuel ships and ushering in of energy-ef�cient ships,” it said.

The order applied to Indian and foreign-�agged vessels operating within India, although all vessels affected
by the order would be allowed to operate for three more years, regardless of age, the Indian authority said,
adding that it had consulted with India’s National Shipowners’ Association and other stakeholders.

Foreign-�agged vessels already engaged in a charter will also be allowed to operate up to three years from
the date of the issue of the order on February 27, 2023, or until the charter period ends, whichever is earlier.

The order also requires oil tankers older than 15 years to have their working conditions improved. Bulk
carriers must also carry out extra checks to ensure adherence to high international standards.

Non-compliance would lead to the cancellation of the vessels’ trading licences.
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